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2020 in Retrospect
No doubt, 2020 has been the most challenging year for markets since the 2008-2009 financial crisis. After the prosperous 2019 for financial markets, this year started on
a positive mode, with valuations at pretty high levels. Then the Covid-19 pandemic ensued and brought panic to the financial markets and March saw a severe sell-off.
The unprecedent nature of the crisis pushed central banks and governments worldwide to react swiftly and aggressively and that helped bring liquidity and normal
functioning to the markets, which subsequently saw a sharp recovery in April and May. The mood stayed optimistic for the most part of the year. Except for some brief
periods of heightened volatility in June and September, bond markets have continued their rally up to the date of writing this.
We have entered the crisis on the defensive, with no leverage and high credit quality of our portfolios. While this did not save us from a sharp drawdown in March, it
sheltered us from defaults and allowed us to employ leverage extensively. We were able to borrow at low interest rates and acquire high quality names at distressed
prices. These names were the first ones to see a sharp recovery once the US Federal Reserve stepped in with its assets purchase program, and our portfolios were able
to recover fast from the March correction. We have fixed profits on segments which saw significant spread tightening, thus gradually decreasing the leverage. Given the
uncertainty regarding the economic recovery, we maintained high proportion of IG in the portfolios. Our strategy has proved effective. Axioma Leveraged Bond Fund is
up 15.3% in gross terms YTD (as of 30/11/2020), thus exceeding the 2019 own record of 15.1%.

AXIOMA Leveraged Bond Fund:
Historical performance* and use of leverage
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Market Outlook: Dominant Themes
Vaccine announcements improved the mid-term outlook, but near-term risks persist

2021 should catch up the major part of 2020 economic drop,
but not completely

Global economy is on the recovery path, propped up by central banks and governments
worldwide. Recent achievements in terms of Covid-19 vaccine development have also brightened
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the outlook. However, there is still much near-term risk to the economy due to a recent rise in
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economic recovery be slower than expected, there may be a growing number of defaults in the
following months, in particular in cyclical industries, like air travel, tourism, retail, energy and
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PMI has showed a recent slowdown in the economic activity.
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Credit spreads tightened significantly from March highs; energy is still lagging behind
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Uncertainty reduced following the US presidential elections
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Congress implies much moderate regulatory changes and lower,
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Source: iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF bonds OAS spreads (bps),
Bloomberg (08.12.2020)

on the positive side, an expected softening of the rhetoric and more
predictability from Joe Biden towards China, which could ease
geopolitical tensions.
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Market Outlook: Dominant Themes
US monetary policy remains accommodating

Global stock of negative-yielding debt hits record
USD 17.5 trillion

We expect monetary policy in the US to remain accommodating through to the end of 2021 and

20

beyond, with short-term rates anchored at close-to-zero levels. No rate hikes are expected by the
FOMC members up until 2023, as shown by the dot plot published following their September policy
meeting. Following the vaccine announcements markets have started pricing in rate hikes in 2023.

15

We expect the US Fed to maintain its current level of asset purchases or even expand it further, if
near-term risks to the economic recovery materialize. We believe balance sheet unwinding is off

10

the cards until the economy recovers completely.
For the long-end of the US Treasuries curve, we expect yields to rise as the economy gradually

5

recovers. However, Fed will likely intervene to keep rates from rising too high. The outcome of the
US elections has taken off some of the upward pressure on UST yields, as fiscal programmes will
likely be paired back, quite the opposite of what would have been were the Democrats to win a
majority of seats in the Senate.
Large pile of money chasing assets
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Source: Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg Negative-yielding Debt Index
(USD trillion), Bloomberg (08.12.2020)
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the markets. As the result, credit spreads have seen significant tightening
over the past months. While cyclical issuers have been lagging, the
announcement of vaccine developments has brought demand even for issuers
in industries that were most severely-hit by the Covid-19 crisis. Considering
the close-to-record high amount of the negative-yielding debt, the search for
yield and abundant liquidity will continue to support the bond markets in
2021.

Source: ICI Money Market Funds Assets
(USD billion), Bloomberg (02.12.2020)
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2021 Strategy on One Page
Main fundamentals:

Among the main risks we consider:

•

Ultra accommodating monetary policy is favorable for fixed-income

•

Problems with vaccines

•

Economy is recovering, yet inflation is not looming

•

Slowing economy recovery rate

•

Political risks in the USA have reduced

•

Falling oil prices due to global economic growth slowdown

•

Technically, the search for yield will favour continuing inflows into

•

Continuing de-globalization

•

Health problems of the US president-elect

•

Surge of defaults if the recovery phase is too prolonged

•

Geopolitical instability always remains on the radar

EMs
•

Credit spreads for IG are close to their 10y minimum, while spreads
for EM HY just broke through 10y average and there is still room for
further compression

Economy is recovering, but interest rate will stay at 0
in 2021 to avoid double whammy
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EM HY spread could tighten more given
favourable macro and high-risk appetite
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Source: Bloomberg, JP Morgan (08.12.2020)

Source: Bloomberg, AXIOMA (08.12.2020)

Stay invested, bottom-up approach for ideas and leverage on market opportunities
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Strategy 2021- Main Points
Zero interest rate environment offers good prospects for fixed-income as the benchmark risk is minimized. Credit spreads have mostly recovered from the Covidinduced crisis, however some spread tightening potential is still possible to uncover. Bottom-up approach will be crucial for investment ideas search as well as to
avoid worsening credits.
The main performance component in 2021 will be the coupon return, while further spread compression due to better economic prospects and the search for
positive yield could result in some price growth. US issuers are in a privileged position as they could receive both direct support from the Fed in case of the worsening
economic situation and could enjoy higher demand due to fiscal support programs. At the same time, US issuers had been already burdened with higher debt
compared with their EM peers. The situation was further aggravated by the Covid-19 crisis. They were helped to refinance but it’s still their task to redeem part of
the debt to lower the debt burden.
EM countries can offer less support to their companies due to scarce resources, however on
the individual basis EM issuers are stronger. EM corporates have higher political risks, which

There still are hot-spots where inflows will push prices higher
(USD denominated FI market according to yields)

can be also used as an opportunity to build a position.
After a prolonged recovery rally since Apr’20 there could be some correction due to
overwhelming optimism which already looks unhealthy. We don’t believe the correction will
be comparable to Mar’20 sell-off as there are hardly such severe risks as global lockdowns

with yields of
more than 1%

due to the pandemic. Moreover, global monetary authorities are keen to support economic
recovery and will react quickly.
Until such correction we plan to maintain a conservative duration of 5 years, while broad

47%

49%

less than 0%
yielding
with yields of
0%-1%

diversification is a must for us in any market circumstances. We plan to keep portfolios fully
invested as search for yield together with ultra soft monetary policy may prevent or postpone
any correction. For strategies with leverage, we will resort to it to enhance the return from
market opportunities.
3%

Source: Bloomberg, AXIOMA (07.12.2020)

The main source of income – the coupon, bottom-up approach for credit opportunities could add 1-2%. Focus – on EM for its
economic comeback and current yield premium. As the risk of correction remains, duration is not higher than 5 years coupled with
broad diversification.
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Performance Forecast under the 2021 Strategy
In our forecast we have made following assumptions:

Expected total return under the strategy for 2021 by scenario

•

5-year US Treasuries yield stays around 0.5%

•

Potential for tightening is less than for widening

•

We have attributed countries to 2 groups: Stable (spread tightening by 10

5 years UST yield to maturity

bps, spread widening by 40 bp) and Volatile (spread tightening by 20 bps,
•

Spread (bp)

spread widening by 60 bp)
Positive P&L from spread tightening in Optimistic Scenario can be offset by
rising 5y UST yields, as this scenario will reflect quick economic recovery
with growing risks of US rate increase
•

Negative P&L from spreads widening in Negative Scenario can be offset by
falling 5y UST yields, as this scenario will reflect problems with economic
recovery thus postponing any US rate increase
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Target geographical allocation for 2021
Strategy return

Optimistic

Base case

Negative

scenario

scenario

scenario

North America

Coupon component

4.1%

4.1%

4.1%

Latin America

Price drop due to higher UST yields

-0.6%

-0.6%

-0.6%

Russia & CIS

Price change due to spread

Western Europe

narrowing or widening

3.7%

1.7%

-7.0%

Asia

Default

0.0%

0.0%

-0.5%

Middle East

Total

7.1%

5.2%

-4.0%

Africa

Return subject to 25% leverage

8.8%

6.3%

-5.2%

Eastern Europe

Return subject to 50% leverage

10.4%

7.4%

-6.4%
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2021 Investment Ideas
Emerging Markets (EM)
•

EM countries still offer yield pick-up over US issuers for the same credit rating

•

Post-pandemic economic recovery will help EM issuers especially commodity related, resulting in the leverage metrics improvement

•

However, debt increase in absolute terms and fiscal stimulus unwinding may turn out to be a problem for some countries when multiplied by the lack of political
support and/or other unpopular reforms if implemented

Net leverage metrics show improvement
with Asia being the best

EM issuers offer yield pick-up over US issuers
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Source: Bloomberg, AXIOMA (05.12.2020)
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EM issuers will represent the major part of the portfolio with focus on corporate issuers. Sovereign refinancing and fiscal deficit
normalization may become a hurdle for 2021 performance. Thorough credit analysis stays a must.
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2021 Investment Ideas
Top picks
Turkey (B/BB-) was amongst the worst-hit countries due to travel restrictions because of Covid-19. As a result, the country suffered from currency devaluation which
was around 30% in 11 months of 2020. The government tried to sooth currency deprecation by buying currency through foreign reserves, but that resulted only in a
rapid foreign reserves depletion. In November President Erdogan has acknowledged flaws of such monetary policy by replacing the CB head and the finance minister.
The move was welcomed by the market which eased pressure on Turkish Lira. The country is yet to prove that it now sticks to economic rather than autocratic
methods. Among Turkish issuers we favour producers with large hard currency denominated revenues from export and the locally oriented ones with low debt burden
and less vulnerable to changes in monetary policy or politics. For example, Ulker-25 (BB-/B+), which traded at yield-to-maturity of 5.2%, and Istanbul metropolitan
municipality-25 (BB-/B+) which traded at yield-to-maturity of 5.9% as of Dec. 7, 2020.
We believe Oman (BB-/B+) has a spread tightening potential of about 100-200 bp with

Turkey and Oman has underperformed other B-rated names
(5y CDS moves)

the target of equal or even lower credit spread than Bahrain (B+). Oman is one of the
weakest credits in the Middle East region. However, the country is trying hard to
improve its finances. Thus, VAT was introduced and will be effective from April 2021.
More financial support from GCC countries will help the country to refinance its debt
and investors to regain trust in Oman creditworthiness. We like sovereign Oman bonds
which will be the first to react should positive news come, for example, Oman-28
which traded at yield-to-maturity of 5.2%, and quasi-sovereign Omgrid-27 (BB-) which
traded at yield-to-maturity of 5.1% as of Dec. 7, 2020.
We continue to favour Indian bonds. On the positive side, India (BBB-) has high
population and GDP growth rates and a quite developed Eurobond market. However,
it is in high need of reforms which are difficult to implement and this threatens its IG
sovereign credit rating. We believe that Indian bonds have a fair value and are a good
bet for an Asian economy. Among our Indian top-picks are Muthoot-23 (BB/BB), which
traded at yield-to-maturity of 3.5%, Adani Ports-27 (BBB-/Baa3/BBB-), which traded
at yield-to-maturity of 2.8% as of Dec. 7, 2020.
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Source: Bloomberg, AXIOMA (07.12.2020)
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Stay Informed about AXIOMA’s Investment Strategy
o

Every week, our in-house team of financial experts and
analysts take an in-depth look at how global events are
affecting the financial markets and present their forecasts
Please visit axiomag.ch/insights

o

Every month, AXIOMA’s fund managers provide an update
on AXIOMA Leveraged Bond Fund
Please visit axiomag.ch/fund
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Your Team
AXIOMA’s staff are always available to answer your questions and create a tailor-made solution for your specific
requirements. Email or call us with any questions, or to make an appointment for a face-to-face meeting at our office
in Zurich.

Josef Meyer, Partner, Chairman of the Board
Elena Meyer, Partner, Relationship Manager
Svitlana Altherr, Chief Executive Officer
Maria Kotlyarchuk, CFA, Chief Investment Officer
Ilya Karmilov, PHD, FRM, Chief Risk Officer
Nina Midrigan, Analyst
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Disclaimer
These materials shall be used for the purposes of distribution only within the limits stipulated by provisions of applicable law. This document and/or information contained herein, are
not and shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation for offers of purchase and sales of any securities or any other financial instruments. Data contained herein is of informational nature
only. Description of any company or foundation, or their securities, markets or any events mentioned herein, do not pretend to be complete. These materials and/or information shall
not be considered by the receiving parties as a substitution for own decision, nor concern any investment strategies, financial state or any certain receiving party’s needs. Information
and opinions contained herein were prepared or expressed on the basis of information received from the sources deemed to be reliable. Such information was not checked by
independent experts and no assurances nor guarantees, direct or indirect, may be given in respect of accuracy, completeness or reliability thereof. All such information and opinions
may be changed without prior notice, and AXIOMA Wealth Management AG shall not be obliged to maintain information contained herein or in any other source in current state. Some
statements contained herein are predictive. Such predictive statements may be determined via application of such words and expressions as “we think”, “we expect”, “may”, “we
intend”, “will be”, “shall be/must” or “it is expected” (whether affirmative or negative form, or any derivatives, other similar terms/definitions or strategy). No warranties shall be
given in respect of the fact that any prospect results mentioned in predictive statements will be achieved. Such statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which
may lead to the situation when actual results will considerably differ from prospect results expressed in such predictive statements, whether directly or indirectly. One should not rely
on the opinion that recommendations will be profitable in the future or will correspond to the profitability level of securities mentioned herein. While analyzing data concerning
previous results contained herein, prospect investors shall take onto account that previous results may not inevitably reflect future results, and no warranty may be given that similar
results will be achieved in the future. Neither AXIOMA Wealth Management AG, nor any affiliated persons, directors, employees or agents shall not be liable for any direct or indirect
damages or losses, which may result from the use of information contained herein (in whole or any part thereof). Information contained herein may not be reproduced, distributed or
printed, in whole or in any part thereof, whatever purposes may be, without prior written consent. AXIOMA Wealth Management AG shall not be liable for any third persons‘ actions
which may be executed in connection herewith
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